Overall Review of Thinking Maps
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Guiding Questions for Constructing a Circle Map

∗

What are the context clues that help define this words,
topic, or idea?

∗

What do you know (or would like to know) about this word,
topic, or idea?

∗

How would you define this idea?

∗

What information would you include in your brainstorming

Generate
Adding the Frame of Reference to the Circle Map

∗ How do you know this definition?
∗ Where are you getting your information?
∗ What sources did you reference to gather your information?
∗ Is there a specific point of view that is influencing your definition or
ideas?

∗ Why Is this information important?

SOURCE
Influence (P.O.V.)
Summary
So, what is the main idea?
So, why is this important?

Key Words
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Use vivid language
Use your five senses
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Attributes
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Properties
Adding the Frame of Reference to a Bubble Map

∗ Is a specific point of view influencing your choice of adjectives?
∗ What evidence can you give to support your descriptor? Is the adjective stated in the text or have you inferred it? If you have inferred the descriptor, what evidence can your provide to support
your inference?

∗ Which of your sense are you u sing to support your observations?
∗ What have you learned from this description?

SOURCE
Inﬂuence (P.O.V.)
Summary
So, what is the main idea?
So, why is this important?

Bubble Map

Guiding Questions for
Constructing a Bubble
Map
∗ How would you describe this person,
place, thing, idea, concept, picture, feeling,
etc.?
∗ What characteristics
can be used to describe this noun?
∗ What are the attributes of this number or
concept?
∗ What qualities are important to this concept?
∗ What are the properties of this scientific
element?

Key Words

Compare
Contrast
Similarities
Differences
Distinguish between
Differentiate

Adding the Frame of Reference to the Double Bubble Map

Double Bubble Map

Guiding Questions for
Constructing a
Double Bubble Map

∗ How do you know these similarities and differences?
∗ What source (s) are you using to make these comparisions?
∗ Is a specific point of view influencing the information you
have included in this Double Bubble Map?
∗ Why are the similarities and differences so important?
∗ What have you learned by constructing the map?

SOURCE
Inﬂuence (P.O.V.)
Summary
So, what is the main idea?
So, why is this important?

∗ What are the similarities and

differences between these
two things.
∗ How are these two things
alike and different?
∗ Which similarities do you
think are the most important? Why?
∗ Are there any details that
are unique to one thing and
not the other?

Key Words

Parts of
Show the Structure
Take Apart
Identify the Structure
Physical Components
Anatomy

Brace Map

Adding the Frame of Reference to a Brace Map

∗ How do you know what you know about identifying the parts?
∗ What prior knowledge and/or experiences influence your understanding about this idea?

Guiding Questions for Constructing a Brace Map

∗ Where did you get your information?

∗ What is the name of the whole object?

∗ What source (s) did you use to identify the whole and its parts?

∗ What are the major physical parts of the object?

∗ Is one source better than another for this information?

∗ What are the subparts of each major part?
∗ What is this object a part of?

SOURCE
Inﬂuence (P.O.V.)
Summary
So, what is the main idea?
So, why is this important?

∗ What parts, if any, are missing?

Key Words

Tree Map

Classify
Sort
Group
Categorize
Identify the Main Idea
and Supporting Details
Give sufficient and
Adding the Frame of Reference to a Tree Map

∗ How do you know what you know about these categories?
∗ What sources did you use to gather the main idea and supporting details about this topic?
∗ Is one source better than another for this information?
∗ Does a certain point of view influence how you have classified
information?

Guiding Questions for
Constructing a Tree Map
∗ How would you group this
∗
∗

∗

SOURCE
Inﬂuence (P.O.V.)
Summary
So, what is the main idea?
So, why is this important?

∗
∗

information?
Can you sort these objects
into groups?
What are the ideas and details that support your main
idea?
What are the members of
this category?
Do some items fit into more
than one category?
Is there another way to
categorize these things
(according to a different

Key Words

Flow Map

Sequence
Put in Order
Retell/Recount
Cycles
Paerns
Describe the Process
Solve Mul-step Problems

Guiding Quesons for
Construcng a Flow Map

Adding a Frame of Reference to a Flow Map

∗ How do you know what you know about this sequence?
∗ What prior knowledge and/or experiences inﬂuences your understanding about
this process or series of events.
∗ Where did you get your informaon?
∗ What source (s) did you use to idenfy the stages and sub-stages?

SOURCE
Inﬂuence (P.O.V.)
Summary
So, what is the main idea?
So, why is this important?

What is the name of the event or
sequence?
∗ What are the stages of each event?
∗ Are there any sub-stages of the
event?
∗ What larger events might come before or a0er the event you are sequencing?
∗ What happened next?
∗ In what order should you sequence
these things?
∗

Mul-Flow Map
Key Words
Causes and Eﬀects
Discuss the Consequences
What would happen if?
If….Then
Predict
Describe the Change
Idenfy the Movaon
Guiding Ques+ons for Construc+ng a Mul+-Flow Map

Behind

∗ What are the causes and eﬀects of this event?

Idenfy the Results of

∗ Why did this event take place?

What happened because of?

∗ What happened because of this event?
∗ What are the eﬀects of this event?
∗ What might the unintended consequences be?
∗ What was the movaon behind this event?
∗ What will be the short-and long-term results of this event?
∗ What are the root causes of this event?
∗ What feedback loops exist for this event?

Adding a Frame of Reference to a Mul+-Flow Map
∗ How do you know what you know about the causes and eﬀects of
this event?

∗ What could be inﬂuencing how you are thinking about these causes
and eﬀects?

∗ Where did you get your informaon?
∗ What source (s) did you use to idenfy the causes and eﬀects?
∗ Did a speciﬁc me period inﬂuence the causes and eﬀects?

Bridge Map
Key Words
Idenfy the Relaonship
Guess the Rule
Symbolism
Guiding Ques+ons for Construc+ng a Bridge Map

∗ What is the similar rela+onship (rela+ng factor) between these two
words?

∗ How are these two words related to each other?

Metaphor
Allegory
Analogy
Simile

∗ What sentence can you write with these two words?
∗ Is this rela+onship exactly the same for both pairs of things?
∗ What other pairs of rela+onships have the same rela+ng factor?

Adding a Frame of Reference to a Bridge Map
∗ How do you know what you know about this analogy?
∗ What sources did you use to gather the informaon about
these relaonships?
∗ How would a certain point of view change the analogy?
∗ Why is it important to know these relaonships?

